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Abstract. This paper proposes a framework for analyzing algorithms for inductive processing of biconnected graphs. The BIBOX algorithm for solving cooperative path-finding problems over biconnected graphs is submitted for the suggested analysis. The algorithm proceeds according to a decomposition of a given bi-connected graph into handles. After finishing a handle, the handle is ruled
out of consideration and the processing task is reduced to a task of the same type on a smaller graph.
The handle decomposition for which the BIBOX algorithm performs best is theoretically identified.
The conducted experimental evaluation confirms that the suggested theoretical analysis well corresponds to the real situation.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Many graph-processing algorithms proceed inductively. That is, after processing a part of
the graph, the processing task is reduced to a task of the same type on a smaller graph
where the finished part is no longer considered. Classical graph algorithms for finding
minimum spanning trees (Borůvka’s and Jarník’s algorithms [1, 3, 5, 6, 7]) and single
source shortest paths (Dijkstra’s algorithm [2]) proceed exactly in this manner. In the
former case, the induction step typically consumes an edge, while in the latter case, the
induction step implies the processing of a vertex.
We would like to focus on another problem that takes place on a graph, namely the
cooperative path-finding problem (CPF) [1, 8, 9, 14] where the task is to relocate certain
objects (agents) along the edges of a given graph in a non-colliding way in order to reach
the given goal vertices. An algorithm called BIBOX for solving CPF on bi-connected
graphs was introduced in [10, 11]. It is another representative of an induction-based algorithm. The given bi-connected graph is processed inductively according to its decomposition into handles (a path connected by its two ends to the rest of the graph) by the algorithm. Here, the induction step is represented by handle processing. However, the analysis given in [11] does not address how the handle decomposition affects the overall performance of the algorithm. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap and determine the
impact of the choice of a particular handle decomposition on the performance of the
BIBOX algorithm.
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A general framework for analyzing algorithms processing bi-connected graphs inductively is proposed. The BIBOX algorithm is subjected to the analysis with the view of
finding handle decompositions on which the algorithm performs best. An experimental
evaluation is conducted to verify the theoretical findings.

2. Background
Bi-connected graphs arise in many real-life scenarios dealing with navigation networks as
they capture the important property that at least two alternative (disjoint) routes connect
any two vertices. In other words, any two vertices lie on a cycle. This property can be
well utilized in CPF, as it allows for relocations around cycles (rotations).
Definition 1 (bi-connected graph). An undirected graph
is bi-connected if
and the graph after deletion of any vertex is connected; that is, the graph
, where
and
, is connected for every
.□
Observe that a cycle itself is a bi-connected graph according to the aforementioned
definition. The well known property that is utilized by algorithms for processing biconnected graphs is that any bi-connected graph can be inductively build by adding handles [12, 13]. The operation of adding the handle
with
,
which is a sequence of vertices, to the graph
so that
(that is, the handle consists of already present vertices
and fresh vertices
for
) results in a new graph
, where
and
. The size of the handle is defined as , that is the number of internal vertices. The addition of a handle of size 0 corresponds to the addition of an edge.
Proposition 1 (handle decomposition) [12, 13]. Any bi-connected
be obtained from a cycle using a sequence of handle-adding operations. 

graph can

The sequence of handles together with the initial cycle, from which the given biconnected graph can be constructed, will be called a handle decomposition. The handle
decomposition for a given bi-connected graph
will be denoted as
where
is a cycle (formally a sequence of vertices) and is a handle
for
(for formal definition of sequences of vertices see above).
can be
reconstructed from
as follows: first cycle
is laid; then the handles
are added inductively. Consider that we have an intermediate graph
(as a
result of adding the handles
), the next intermediate graph
is obtained by
adding
to
using the handle-adding operation. The final intermediate graph
is
. Notice that
and the intermediate graph at any step of the
process of reconstruction from handles is bi-connected.
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3. Theoretical Analysis of Induction-based Algorithms and a Special Case
Assume that the algorithm processes handle decomposition handles one by one starting
with the last one and moving towards the initial cycle. After the processing of a handle is
finished, the algorithm continues inductively on a smaller bi-connected graph without the
finished handle. Let
be the upper bound of the time consumed by the algorithm
when processing a handle of size in a bi-connected graph of size
.
Particularly in the case of the BIBOX algorithm that solves the cooperative pathfinding problem it holds that
, where
.
The upper bound of the time needed to process the given bi-connected graph
according to the handle decomposition
can thus be
calculated as follows:
(1)
Obviously, the expression depends on the number of handles in the decomposition as
well as on the sizes of the individual handles. Several scenarios with different distributions of handle sizes will be evaluated.
3.1. Varying the Number and the Size of Handles
The number of handles may vary in multiple different ways. In practice, however, cases
with sizes of the handle that can be expressed as
,
,
,
, or
can be expected as a result of constructing a handle decomposition satisfying certain
constraints. It is also natural to expect that the size of handles is a growing function with
respect to their position in the handle decomposition (the larger part of the graph allows a
larger handle to be present) with which the suggested handle sizes comply.
Assume that the size of the handle depends linearly on its position within the handle
decomposition, that is,
;
. For the sake of simplicity, the calculation will
be done asymptotically where sums can be replaced with integrals. Also, the initial cycle
is omitted in the analysis because it only adds a constant. Thus, asymptotically, the total
number of handles is:
(2)

which comes from the equation:
(3)
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The estimation of the time consumed by the algorithm over such a handle decomposition is:
(4)
In particular, for the BIBOX algorithm, the following estimation of time can be obtained as a simple integration over all the handles as follows:

(5)

If the total number of handles is substituted into (5), the following running time of the
BIBOX algorithm is obtained:
(6)
The asymptomatic running time is
where the most important addend is
. The sum of the remaining addends in the expression will be called a residuum.
In the case of the BIBOX algorithm with linear sizes of handles, the residuum is as follows:
(7)

Naturally, the smallest possible residuum is desirable for having the shortest possible
running time of the algorithm. Fortunately, the residuum can be affected by the handle
decomposition – particularly by handle sizes shown in the above calculation.
Proposition 1 (residuum in various handle decompositions). For standard cases of handle decompositions, where the size of the handle
is
,
,
, or
,
respectively, the following estimates of the residuum are obtained:
 if
;
 if
;
 if
;
 if
;
.
Since the calculations are analogous to the linear size of the handle, the proof is deferred to the Appendix.
According to the size of the residuum, it seems that, with respect to reducing the
runtime, the best handle decomposition is that with a constant handle size while the worst
one is that with an exponential handle size.
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4. Experimental Evaluation in the Case of Cooperative Path-finding
It is interesting to explore whether theoretical estimations match the real situation. That
is, whether a handle decomposition with handles of a constant size really is the best option for the BIBOX algorithm. To provide a complete picture, the problem is introduced
in the following definition.
Definition 3 (cooperative path-finding) [1, 9]. Let
be an undirected graph
and
where
be a set of agents. The arrangement of agents
in the graph reflects the uniquely invertible function
(there is at most one agent
in each vertex). The problem of cooperative path-finding (CPF) consists in finding a
sequence of moves of agents so that the given initial arrangement
is transformed to the
given goal arrangement . The move with an agent is possible along an edge. □

Solution of the cooperative path-finding
problem with
step 0 1 2 3 4 5
6

Figure 1. An example of the cooperative path-finding problem (CPF). Three agents need to be
rearranged in a
grid. A solution of length 6, where multiple agents move in a single step, is
shown.

The inverse arrangement of agents is the mapping
that provides
information about which agent is located in a given vertex. The special value indicates
that the given vertex is empty.
A number of variants of the problem need to be considered. In this case, a variant
with an agent moving into an empty vertex through an edge is concerned (a variant where
a sequence of agents can move at once like a train is discussed in [11]). An example
instance and its solution are shown in Figure 1.
The BIBOX algorithm, for which the analysis has been designed, solves the problem
over bi-connected graphs. It arranges agents into handles while the problem is inductively
reduced on a smaller bi-connected graph whenever agents are arranged into the handle –
agents in such a handle do not move any more.
Instead of measuring runtime, the number of generated moves will be evaluated. The
number of generated moves corresponds exactly to the runtime. The reason for using a
number of moves instead of runtime is that it is impossible to measure runtime as precisely as the number of moves, furthermore, it is less dependent on the implementation.
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Here, the algorithm is recalled using a pseudo-code as Algorithm 1. It employs several auxiliary functions to solve subtasks. The pseudo-code of auxiliary functions is given
in [11] – at this point, they are only briefly described.

Algorithm 1. The BIBOX algorithm. The algorithm solves the cooperative path-finding problem
(CPF) over bi-connected graphs consisting of a cycle and at least one handle with two unoccupied
vertices. The algorithm proceeds inductively according to a handle decomposition. The two unoccupied vertices are necessary for arranging agents within the initial cycle; in the rest of the graph
only one unoccupied vertex is needed. A pseudo-code is built around several higher-level operations:

Lock
locks all the vertices from set ; each vertex is either
locked or unlocked; an agent must not be moved out of the
locked vertex, which is respected by other operations

Unlock
unlocks all the vertices from set

Make-Unoccupied
vacates vertex

Move-Agent
moves agent from its current location to vertex

Rotate-Cycle+
rotates cycle in the positive direction; a vacant vertex must be
present in the cycle

Rotate-Cycle−
rotates cycle in the negative direction

Transform-Goal
transforms goal arrangement
to a new arrangement so
that finally unoccupied vertices are located in the initial
cycle of the handle decomposition; two disjoint paths along
which empty vertices are relocated are returned

Finish-Solution
transforms the arrangement with two unoccupied vertices in
the initial cycle to the original goal arrangement; and
are two disjoint paths along which empty vertices shifted

Solve-Original-Cycle
arranges agents within the initial cycle of the handle
decomposition to comply with the transformed goal
arrangement; two empty vertices are employed to arrange
agents
procedure BIBOX-Solve
/* Top level function of the BIBOX algorithm; solves
a given cooperative path-finding problem.
Parameters:
– a graph modeling the environment,
– a set of agents,
– the initial arrangement of agents,
– the goal arrangement of agents. */
1: let
be a handle decomposition of
2:
Transform-Goal
3:
4: for
do
5:
if
then
6:
Solve-Regular-Handle
7: Solve-Original-Cycle
8: Finish-Solution
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procedure Solve-Regular-Handle
/* Places agents the destinations of which are within
The handle ; agents placed in the handle are finally
locked to prevent them from moving.
Parameters:
– index of a handle */
9: let
/* Both unoccupied vertices must be located
outside the currently solved handle. */
10: let
such that
11: Make-Unoccupied
12: Lock
13: Make-Unoccupied
14: Unlock
15: for
do
16:
Lock
/* The agent to be placed is outside the handle . */
17:
if
) then
18:
Move-Agent
19:
Lock
20:
Make-Unoccupied
21:
Unlock
22:
Rotate-Cycle+
/* The agent to be placed is inside the handle . */
23:
else
24:
Make-Unoccupied
25:
Unlock
26:
27:
while
do
28:
Rotate-Cycle+
29:
30:
Lock
31:
let
32:
Move-Agent
33:
Lock
34:
Make-Unoccupied
35:
Unlock
36:
while
do
37:
Rotate-Cycle
38:
39:
Unlock
40:
Lock
41:
Move-Agent
42:
Lock
43:
Make-Unoccupied
44:
Unlock
45:
Rotate-Cycle+
46: Lock
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The algorithm starts with the construction of a handle decomposition (line 1). This
step is non-deterministic in the original algorithm and can be replaced with a handle
decomposition where sizes of handles satisfy certain conditions. It is assumed that a cycle
denoted as
is associated with each handle;
can be constructed by adding a
path connecting the handle’s connection vertices and . Thereafter, the goal arrangement of agents is transformed so that the vacant vertices are eventually located in the
initial cycle of the decomposition (line 2). In fact, the algorithm solves this modified
instance. The original instance is solved by relocating vacant vertices from the initial
cycle to their original goal locations (line 8). This instance transformation is carried out
using the auxiliary functions Transform-Goal, and Finish-Solution that relocate vacant
vertices along two vertex disjoint paths. The main loop (lines 4-6) processes a handle
from the last one towards the initial cycle. Agents are arranged by means of another auxiliary procedure, Solve-Original-Cycle, in the original cycle (line 7).
Individual handles are processed by the Solve-Regular-Handle procedure. It arranges
agents into a handle in a stack-like manner. First, unoccupied vertices are moved out of
the processed handle as they will be needed elsewhere (lines 10-14). Subsequently,
agents, whose goal positions are in the handle, are processed. Two cases are distinguished
depending on whether the processed agent is located outside the handle (lines 17-22) or
within the handle (lines 23-45). The case is with the agent outside is easier to solve – in
this case, the agent is moved to the connection vertex using the Move-Agent auxiliary
procedure. The other connection vertex is vacated by the Make-Unoccupied procedure.
If some vertex is free in the cycle
then the cycle can be rotated. This is performed
once in the positive direction using the Rotate-Cycle+ function. The rotation places the
agent into the handle. Throughout the agent relocation process, vertex locking is used
(functions Lock and Unlock) to fix the agent in a certain vertex while other agents or the
vacant vertex are relocated.
A more difficult situation occurs when the agent is placed inside the handle. In such a
case, the agent must be rotated out of the handle to the rest of the graph (lines 24-29). The
number of positive rotations to get the agent out of the handle is counted (lines 27-29).
The counted number of rotations is used to restore the situation with the corresponding
number of negative rotations (lines 36 – 38). At this point, the situation is the same as in
the previous case. Thus, the agent is stacked into the handle in the same way.
Consider that agents need to be arranged into a handle of size , which is connected
to a bi-connected graph of size . Processing a single agent requires rotating the handle
no more than
+1 times – at most rotations are needed to get the agent out of the
handle if it is originally located inside; at most rotations are needed to rotate the handle
back; and one rotation is required to push the agent inside the handle. Each rotation requires
steps as, in the worst case, the cycle that is rotated can include the whole
graph. The time required for the rotations can be thus estimated by
with some
. Hence, the time needed for the rotations when processing a single
handle can be estimated by
. To finish the estimation, it is
needed to account for the time needed to relocate the agent towards the handle’s connec-
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tion vertex from inside the graph or between the handle’s connection vertices. Both cases
can be estimated using
since the agent needs to be moved along a path of a length
of at most , where traversing a single edge requires at most steps (a destination vertex must be vacated each time the edge is traversed). Altogether, the expression
, where
estimates the time needed for processing the handle. The argumentation is based on the fact that performing a
move with an agent corresponds to a constant time.
4.1. Measurement of the Number of Moves
An experimental evaluation has been made to check if the theoretical analysis matches
the real-life situation. The number of moves generated by the BIBOX algorithm with
different sizes of handles was measured. All the theoretically studied cases of the size of
the handle
,
,
,
and
were tested. The multiplication factor
of 1 was used in all the cases to generate a sequence of handles of various sizes; that is,
. Ten instances of the CPF problem were generated for each size of the
constructed bi-connected graph. Random initial and goal arrangements with exactly two
unoccupied vertices were generated in each instance. The results are shown in Figure 2.
The experimental evaluation clearly matches the derived theoretical results; that is,
constant size handles produce the lowest number of moves, while handles of the exponential size produce the most moves. The relative ordering of the number of moves in
other handle sizes in the experimental evaluation is the same as in the theoretical analysis. It seems that differences in the number of moves in the experimental evaluation are
even more pronounced than in the theoretical analysis. The explanation is that a graph
with smaller handles exhibits higher connectivity that implies shorter paths along which
agents are relocated.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
A simple but general framework for evaluating induction-based algorithms for processing
bi-connected graphs has been introduced. It is assumed that algorithms process biconnected graphs according to their decomposition into handles. The last handle is processed first, which reduces the processing task on a smaller bi-connected graph – the
graph from which the last handle has been removed. The impact of the handle decomposition on the performance of the algorithm was studied.
A theoretical and experimental evaluation of a particular case of an algorithm solving
the cooperative path-finding (CPF) problem over bi-connected graphs was performed.
The theoretical evaluation showed that among several suggested handle decompositions
the decomposition with the constant size of handles is the best option with respect to the
number of moves solving the given CPF instance. The performed experimental evaluation confirmed the theoretical assumptions.
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The described framework identifies the best decomposition among several known
decompositions. It is worth further exploration whether a general mechanism for determining the best handle decomposition can be found.
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Figure 2. Number of moves generated by the BIBOX algorithm. The algorithm was tested on
bi-connected graphs with the size of the -th handle corresponding to the constant, , , , and
respectively. The lowest number of moves is obtained for the constant handle size, and the highest
number for handles, the size of which is exponential.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1: Assume that
;
; that is
of handles, which will be used as a bound in the integration, is:

. The number

which can be obtained from the equation:

The number of moves generated by the algorithm in such a case can be obtained from
the following integration:

After substituting

into the expression, the following number of moves is obtained:

Hence, the residuum is:

Assume that
;
; that is
will be used as a bound in the integration, is:

. The number of handles, which

which can be obtained from the equation:

In such a case, the number of moves generated by the algorithm can be obtained from
the following integration:
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After substituting

into the expression, the following number of moves is obtained:

Hence, the residuum is:

Assume that
;
; that is,
will be used as a bound in the integration, is:

. The number of handles, which

which can be obtained from the equation:

The number of moves generated by the algorithm can be obtained from the following
integration:

After substituting

into the expression, the following number of moves is obtained:

Hence, the residuum is:

Assume that
;
; that is,
will be used as a bound in the integration, is:

which can be obtained from the equation:

. The number of handles, which
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The number of moves generated by the algorithm can be obtained from the following
integration:

After substituting

into the expression, the following number of moves is obtained:

Hence, the residuum is:



